
IMPERA INTELLIGENCE GROUP

GLOBAL THREAT INTELLIGENCE/
INVESTIGATIONS/DUE DILIGENCE

Impera has  developed a robust program that traces and locates
assets. This not only includes money, but includes assets such as
real estate, art, vehicles, boats, planes, stakes/equity in companies,
etc. 
International network of high level contacts in law enforcement,
attorneys and the financial sector as well as the intel community,
allow us to craft customized programs to search assets across the
globe and provide actionable intel contingent on client needs. 

Impera's investigative qualifications provide critical data points
protecting our client's assets and reputation.
Impera operates throughout the world handling due diligence and
KYC projects. Our intelligence teams are deployed locally and have
extensive knowledge of the terrain and access to databases and
human intelligence sources globally.
Impera's robust OSINT technologies and software supports the end-
to-end open source intelligence process, from covert collection of
data to target profiling and advanced analytics, analysis and
reporting. 
With Impera's global reach, customized solutions, and experienced
staff, we bring our clients credible market insights that are based on
facts, gathered from key sources close to the research targets.
We also produce weekly, bi-weekly and monthly Threat Intel Reports.

Consulting projects analyzing internal data infrastructure, Email
Security, policies and systems to assess vulnerabilities and threat
assessment. 
Software tools, which help eliminate potential damaging attacks by
mapping out a company's assets and looking at the company
through the eyes of a potential hacker. We are able to expose any
external vulnerabilities with 24/7 monitoring. 
Incident response to mitigate damage from successful cyber
intrusion.
Deployment of a micro-segmentation solution based on a Zero
Trust platform.
Development of Insider Threat Programs to mitigate damage
related to bad actors and inadvertent behavior both internal and
external. We also deploy an intelligence program for whole person
insider risk management. 

CYBERSECURITY/DATA INFRASTRUCTURE -
RANSOMWARE PROTECTION

Impera Intelligence Group understands that compiling a holistic threat profile requires a thorough integration of human and cyber
intelligence/software/technologies. Whether you are a Fortune 500 Company or small/midsize Company, Law Firm, Private Equity Firm,

Hedge Fund, Insurance Company, Accounting Firm, Not for Profit or Federal/State/Local Government, Impera provides actionable intel to
aid in your decision-making processes. Risk Mitigation/Threat Assessments will assist in reducing or eliminating threats which will enable

you to enhance your Bottom Line and protect your assets. 
 

Impera offers highly personalized, confidential, and anticipatory intelligence specific to your needs and requirements. Our deliverables,
which are drawn from our robust Team of experienced Law Enforcement and Intel Professionals, are timely, relevant, and impactful. Impera
blends our deep OSINT capabilities with our HUMINT global network to collect troves of data which is analyzed to conform with your goals

and objectives. 
 

Impera looks forward to showing you firsthand the Impera difference and value proposition. 
You are in very capable hands with Impera's Global Team. 
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ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE AND CYBER DEFENSE DELIVERED EXPEDIENTLY AND IMPACTFULLY


